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SECURITY SECTOR REFORM

GENERAL

New principles on national security to be embraced in the
Constitution (para.199-200).

Conduct studies on the concept of national security and
propose relevant changes in the Constitution and legislation (3(b), p.1095).

Use of armed force in Sierra Leone to be conducted strictly
in accordance with the Constitution (para.199-200).

Trainings of security forces to include subjects related to
human rights (3(a), p.1095).

No member of any security service to be permitted to obey
a manifestly illegal order (para.199-200).

The principle of «due obedience» to be re-examined. Should not
serve as an excuse for violation of human rights (3(b), p.1096).

Institute
full
and
indisputable
civilian
control over all military, paramilitary, intelligence and security forces (p.163-64).

A «due obedience» principle not to exonerate a person who
carries out an illegal order (A, p.170).

Development of the new military doctrine as well as doctrine of civilian security forces (para.60, para.73).

Develop a National Security Policy (p.306).

The security apparatus to comply with national security
policy as articulated by the Parliament (p.19).

Introduce reforms that establish the civilian oversight over
the army (para.60).

Adopt the New Code of Ethics for security officials/personnel that includes principles of democracy (p.307).

The government to continue building politically neutral professional security apparatus controlled by the civilian authorities (p.19).

The use of force by any state agency to respect due process
rights, strictly adhere to relevant legislation and be subject
to judicial review (p.272).

Remove the reference to obedience being owed to whatever kind of order (para.56).

Soldiers and officers to be taught that they cannot carry out
unconstitutional or illegal orders (p.306).

Security forces to act in compliance with human rights and
rule of law (p.19).

Set up effective control or oversight mechanisms, which
must intervene when force used illegitimately (5.3.4., p.272).

The Armed Forces and Police Services to develop policies
promoting gender equality, outlawing sexual exploitation
and violence against women. Relevant sanctions to be imposed on those guilty of breaches (4.1.7., p.13).

Compulsory human rights education in schools, army, police
and judicial services (para.94-97).
Security services not to be deployed against political parties’ legitimate interest; or to promote political parties.

INTELLIGENCE
SERVICES

ARMED
FORCES

The armed forces, security forces and police to be apolitical permanent state institutions that maintain the rule of law (p.1094).

Abolish the Presidential and Vice-presidential General Staff
structures (para.54).

Develop norms and policies for collaboration between the
National Police, local governments and citizens (p.305).

Various recommendations to address reforms within the intelligence services (p.328).

Intelligence services of the armed forces, the police and
the General Bureau of Investigation to be clearly separated
(3(b), p.1096).

Enact relevant legislation to control state intelligence apparatus, including precise structures, tasks and limits of civil
and military intelligence (para.58).

Various recommendations to address reforms within the
Intelligence Services. The role of the National Intelligence
Council to be strictly regulated (p.306).

Intelligence gathering agencies to be strictly regulated by
law, monitored and held accountable for their actions when
these exceed their legal mandate (6.4.1., p.22).

Intelligence services to act in accordance with law and to be
supervised by a mandated minister (p.328).

The functions of the intelligence services to be precisely
redefined and limited to gathering information. Establishment of an adequate system of supervision (3(b), p.1096).

Congress to establish a control/ oversight mechanism and
to exercise effective control over the intelligence apparatus
(para.58).

Ensure civilian control over military intelligence services
and regulate intelligence activities in law (p.306).

State intelligence and security agencies to be coordinated
and be subject to parliamentary oversight (6.4.3., p.22).

Appoint a Legislative Assembly’s special committee to
propose the transition to a new model of the armed forces
and review military legislation (p.169).

Consider the option of conscientious objection to the
obligatory military service, with the possibility of exercising
a civic service instead (para.67).

Develop a concept of national defence and the corresponding policy. All defence-related activities and military personnel to fall under the Ministry of Defence (p.306).

Military to be exclusively responsible for external defence.
No civilian extensions of the military to be permitted (p.21).

Repeal the provision of army regulations which requires a
subordinate to obey orders at all times (p.170).

Remove the reference to obedience being owed to whatever kind of order (para.56).

Members of armed forces who commit abuses of power
or violations of human rights to be held criminally liable
and disciplinarily accountable. Those discharged for these
reasons must not be readmitted to the armed forces (p.170).

Review and amend the Military Code (para.54). Members
of the military to follow basic principles of integrity,
professionalism and respect for human rights (para.61).

Establish the Military Ombudsman’s Office responsible for
handling complaints (p.307).

Members of the military who are involved in human rights
abuses to be held accountable before the regular judicial
system (6.3.2., p.21).

Consider the establishment of an Army or Defence Inspector
attached to the Cabinet (Ombudsman) with an authority to
independently inspect the work of the army (p.288).

Military curricula to include courses in human rights, taught
by civilian experts (p.170).

Various recommendations to improve or change military
cirricula (para.61-69).

Change the military curricula and training and include principles of democracy and integrity (p.307).

Military to be duly trained in international human rights, humanitarian law and civic education (p.22).

Soldiers to be well-trained and committed to good governance (p.288).

Military not to conduct joint training exercises with armed
forces that have a known and proven poor human rights
record (p.22).

Modify the Soldier Discipline Act and allow for disciplinary
punishment of army staff of all ranks and levels, including
generals (5.9.4., p.189).

Members of the SA National Defence Force must not engage in any covert activities not specifically authorised by
relevant ministers (para.63, p.328).

Army to be the only lawful military force (para.199-203).

Policies must require regular audit of the military expenditure (para.63, p.329).

Disband the police para-military unit, the Operational Support Division (OSD) (para.203).

Eliminate practices that may be degrading to the dignity of
persons. This includes obligatory conscription (3(b), p.1096).

Members of security forces found to have committed human rights abuses or engaged in criminal activity to be
brought to justice (para.65, p.329).

The Code of Military Justice to be reformed (2(b), p.1087).

Parliament to establish monitoring mechanisms to ensure
that it effectively oversees the military (6.3.1., p.21).

The Armed Forces Court of Honour to eradicate any
relationship between members of the armed forces and
disbanded paramilitary and illegal armed groups (p.170).
Establishment of well-resourced and Independent Complaint Directorate (p.330-31).

POLICE

The Chilean Police and Investigative Police to be put under
the authority of the Interior Ministry (3(b), p.1096).

Constitution to define the National Police as a non-militarized civilian institution (p.306).

Mechanisms and procedures for complaints to be established together with the Office of the Provedor (p.21).

Procedures related to the recruitment of police officers to be
reviewed in line with the civilian nature of the force (p.306).

Police personnel to be duly trained, including in human
rights and gender-related crimes (p.21).

Members of the Police to act with integrity (para. 206).

Police officers and other state agents who were involved in the
torture and ill-treatment of individuals to be prosecuted (p.31).

Members of the Police to reflect professionalism and integrity (para.73).

The Code of Ethical Practice to be introduced for Police Officers (p.335).

Police Officers to be trained in investigating gender-based
violence (para.329).

Create new code of conduct and ethics for the police. It should
include disciplinary and accountability measures (p.36).

Removal from force of those elements who have acted, or
act, against its doctrine of public service (para.74).

Police officers violating human rights to be held accountable before regular justice system and not to be shielded
behind internal procedures (p.21).

The National Police Office and the Department of Special
Investigation to be impartial and to strictly adhere to legal
principles (p.274).

Constitution to separate the National Defence from the Internal Order and Citizen Security (p.306).

Parliament to be final civilian oversight mechanism of the
Police Service and to receive regular reports from the Minister of the Interior (p.21).

The police to be solely responsible for controlling and
protecting public demonstrations. Officers to be assessed
and specifically trained in public order policing (p.292).

Various recommendations to address the functioning of prisions and the treatment of detainees (5(a)(2), p.1100-1101).

Establishment of an institution to research and monitor
penitentiary issues (p.308).

Policy of open access to outside monitoring of all prisons
(p.7). Various recommendations to ensure the rights of detainees and prisoners (p.7-8).

Outlaw use of solitary confinement, and other cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment (p.315).

Modification of the law related to the solitary confinement
(2(b)(6)(2), p.1090).

Various recommendations to address the situation of those
sentenced for terrorism (e.g. procedures related to pardons
to be developed) (p.308).

Set up strict rules and procedures to prevent the use of any
kind of torture or sexual abuse. Introduce strict procedures
for the use of solitary confinement (p.8).

The practice of using shackles on prisoners to be abandoned (p.18).

Health professionals to specifically include in their documentation allegations of torture or abuse, evidence of
such abuse and how the allegations are being investigated
(p.336-37).

Enact legislation providing for code of conduct, including
disciplinary measures for abuse of power and crimes. These
measures do not exclude criminal responsibility (5(a)(2),
p.1099-100).

The purpose of the penitentiary system to be: re-education,
rehabilitation and reincorporation into society (p.308).
Enact legislation regulating non-state security agencies,
including private companies. Introduce compulsory training
by the Police and an obligation to register (p.22).

Government and relevant state agencies to apply UN Guidelines on treatment of prisoners (p.274).

Various recommendations to ensure the protection and
promotion of human rights across the whole governance
system (p.6).

Promotion of rule of law through relevant professional
trainings and by increasing the number of academics and
institutions specialised in the rule of law (p.272-273).

New standard operating procedures on the use of force for the
police (p.29).

Public order and internal security to fall exclusively within
the police and investigative police. Adopt measures to ensure compliance with this principle (3(b), p.1097).

Establish children’s desks at police stations to be well-funded. Officers who have been trained on child rights to deal with
children (p.44).
Establishment of the Office of the Independent Inspector of
Prisons and All Places of Detention to inspect prison conditions and investigate allegations of torture and death in custody (p.31).

Various recommendations to address treatment of prisoners and conditions of detention (p.313-15).

OTHER

Creation of the independent oversight unit for internal control or inspection (para.74).

Various recommendations to address integrity and professionalism of police officers, including proper education and
training (p.331-35).

Public order policing to be decentralised and integrated into
the normal structures of the SAPS. Public order police officers to be duly trained (p.331-32).

PENITENTIARY

The National Civil Police to be a purely civilian body, demilitarized and independent from the former security forces (p.171).

Army should be apolitical and be under control of an
elected government. The army should not be solving
internal problems related to public order. It should only be
responsible for dealing with external threats (p.288).

Civilian nature of the Public Order Law must be respected
even during state of emergency (para.77-78).

Private armed groups to be disbanded (p.171).

Establishment of an oversight mechanism and a nationwide
Code of Conduct for Private Security companies (p.333).

Consider the establishment of a rural police force (p.305).

VETTING
Lustration not to be recommended as it does not constitute
an appropriate measure in the South Africa’s context (p.311).

Lustration not recommended as it could be abused for
political ends and affect peace and reconciliation process
(p.259-62).

GENERAL

The individuals identified as responsible for the planning,
implementation, and cover up of the Bulla Karatasi and Wagalla Massacres to be barred from public office or any other
position of public authority (p.23).

Detailed recommendations related to vetting of army officers, civil servants and judiciary. The administrative penalties to include: dismissal, discharge or disqualification from
holding any public post or office for a period of not less than
10 years (p.166-67).

The Directorate of the National Civilian Police, under the
supervision of the Ministry of Interior, to take the relevant
measures to ensure the removal from the police of those elements who have acted, or act, against its doctrine of public
service (para.74).

New judges to be appointed to the Supreme Court of Justice; the incumbent are encouraged to resign (p.167).

The Army’s educational centres to review composition of its
teaching staff and to remove military personnel involved in
present or past human rights violations from educational
functions (para.64).

Only judges who demonstrate attributes of integrity and
professionalism may remain in the judicial service (E, p.167).

OTHER

LEGAL IDENTITY
Citizenship to be acquired by birth, descent or naturalisation. Race and gender must not be a consideration in the
acquisition of citizenship (para.82-87).

GENERAL

Implement the Agreement on Identity and Rights of Indigenous Peoples (para.81); Declaration of absence due to
forced disappearance to be recognised as a legal category
(para.27).

Remove obstacles experienced by minority groups such as
members of Somali and Nubian in accessing national identity cards (p.47).

Normalize the situation of those disappeared, for whom
there are outstanding arrest warrants and who lack identity
papers; expunge police, legal and criminal records; provide
legal advice; and exemption from fees (p.310).

PROTECTION / PROMOTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
GENERAL

OTHER

Right to human dignity be enshrined as a fundamental right
in constitution (para 52).

Establish Human Rights Bureaus in the ministries (p.311).

Judiciary to adopt rights and values-based approach to constitutional interpretation (para.104-106).

Various recommendations to improve the situation of human rights in Chile (p.1077-81).

Introduction of human rights curricula in formal education.
Provide specialised trainings for law enforcement agencies
(p.311).

Compulsory human rights education in schools, army, police
and judicial services (para.94-97).

Increase of resources for independent bodies such as the
Public Protector and Human Rights Commission (p.311).

Establish The Human Rights Commission (para.98-103).

Establish Office of the Special Rapporteur on Sexual Violence (p.36).

Abolish death penalty and commute death sentences
(para.57).

Abolish death penalty. Commute death sentences to life imprisonment or other appropriate sentence (p.29).

Implement reforms related to human rights as contained in the
peace agreements and recommendations made by ONUSAL United Nations Observer Mission in El Salvador (p.172).

Promote legislative measures specifically orientated towards the protection of human rights defenders (para.41).

Establishment of a human rights defence system by creating specialized agencies in the police, judiciary and Public
Ministry (p.305).

Strengthen the Office of the National Counsel for the Defence of Human Rights (p.172).

The Church to be actively involved in promoting and protecting human rights (p.19).

Establish human rights institution for the express purpose of
protecting ordinary people from abuses of power (4, p.109798).

The Office of the Provedor for Human Rights to be guaranteed full independence and appropriate levels of funding
and human resources (p.18).

RATIFICATION OF TREATIES
Ratify or accede to relevant international human rights
treaties (p.348).

Ratify or accede to international human rights treaties that
Sierra Leone has not yet accepted (para.115).

Various recommendations related to ratification or accession to international treaties (p.10, 29, 47).

Various recommendations related to ratification or accession to international treaties (1(a), p.1078).

Various recommendations related to ratification or accession to international treaties (p.174).

Ratify international human rights instruments still pending
and corresponding implementation mechanisms (para.39).

Reaffirm the constitutional force of human rights provisions
contained in the human rights conventions binding on El
Salvador (p.173).

Incorporate the standards of international humanitarian
law into national legislation. Provide instruction regarding
these norms to the personnel of state institutions, particularly the Army (para.40).

Ratify the UN Convention Against Corruption (UNCAC)
(p.19).

Review and reexamine reservations with which Chile has
ratified or agreed to international conventions (1(a), p.1078).

RATIFICATION

Engage in negotiations of treaties, including on the crime
of forced disappearance as a crime against humanity (1(d),
p.1081).

INCORPORATION
OF INTERNATIONAL
OBLIGATIONS
INTO DOMESTIC
LEGISLATION

Review national policies to determine whether South Africa’s law and practice conform to its international obligations (p.348).

Various recommendations requesting the adoption of relevant legislation to domesticate international obligations
(para.127, 340, 404).

Offences that are in United Nations Convention Against Corruption but are not yet domesticated in Kenya to be criminalized (p.56).

Enact law confirming that ratified international human
rights treaties supersede any norm of domestic law (1(b),
p.1079).

International standards related to the administration of
justice and due process rights to be incorporated into the
national legal system (p.308).

Repeal any law contrary to or incompatible with international law (1(b), p.1078).

Take all measures necessary to implement the rights as
contained in the ratified human rights treaties (p.6).
Recommendations to ensure the harmonisation of the laws
of Timor Leste with relevant human rights treaties (p.14-15).

LEGAL REFORMS
General amnesty in whatever guise to be resisted (p.309).

CRIMINAL JUSTICE,
STATUTES OF
LIMITATION AND
RETROACTIVITY
ISSUES

No ouster of Courts’ jurisdiction in Public Emergencies. Certain rights are not derogable in emergencies. Various measures for the protection of detainees (para.65-75).

Incorporate crime of genocide and corresponding penalties
to the legal system of Chile (1(b), p.1080).

Information in TRC’s possession concerning serious allegations against individuals to be made available to prosecutorial authorities. Consideration to be given to imposing a time
limit on such prosecutions (p.309).

The statute of limitations’ period for crimes against human
rights to be suspended if the circumstances do not allow to
exercise legal action (5(b), p. 1103).

Recommendation to address apartheid as a crime against
humanity (p.349).

Enforced disappearance to be enacted as a distinct punishable offence as a crime against humanity (5(b), p.1103).

Any future reform of criminal legislation to give due consideration to crimes committed with the direct or indirect support of the State apparatus (p.174).

Exclude amnesty provisions related to crimes against humanity and war crimes which involved sexual violence
against women and girls (p.13).

A self-imposed and blanket amnesty to be ruled out. Other
amnesties to be possibly considered as long as they are
accompanied by other measures and ensure the rights of
victims (5.2.8., p.269-270).

Finalise the revision of the Penal Code and the Code of Criminal Procedures and incorporate an adequate description of
crimes against humanity and war crimes (p.16).

Consider amending the law in order to incorporate obligations under the Rome Statute of the International Criminal
Court (p.270).

Individual amnesty to be allowed only following an investigation (5(b), p.1103).
Increase the punishment for the crime of torture (5(b),
p.1102).

EMERGENCY,
SECURITY AND
COUNTER-

Certain non-derogable rights to be upheld during emergencies (e.g. Prohibition of torture and other ill treatment)
(p.307).

No ouster of Courts’ jurisdiction in Public Emergencies. Certain rights are not derogable in emergencies. Various measures for the protection of detainees (para.65-75).

Outlaw and never pass again legislation indemnifying the
police against a prosecution and civil action for illegal acts
(p.307).

Release of persons held in Safe Custody detention.
Never again resort to Safe Custody detention (para.59-63).

Enact legislation prohibiting all forms of torture and other
forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment both by state and non-state actors (p.31).

Various recommendations to amend or repeal laws on the
State of Exception, wartime or terrorism. Various measures
for the protection of detainees (p.1080, 1087, 1096, 1099-01).

Repeal the Indemnity Act (p.14).

Outlaw the legislation which sought to legitimize execution
without trial and the delegation of authorization to issue
death sentences (2(b)(2), p.1087).

Various recommendations to address an administrative detention. Various recommendations ensuring protection of
detainees (p.173-74).

Various recommendations to review, amend or change a
number of security laws (para.59).

Regulate states of emergency. Judicial oversight to continue during states of emergency. The Constitution must not
be suspended during emergencies (p.306, 308).

Various recommendations to address states of emergency,
including the situation of political detainees (p.19, 24 and
25).

Civilian nature of the Public Order Law must be respected
even during the emergency of whatever nature (para.7778).

Repeal the law that gives the armed forces responsibility
for controlling internal order (p.306).

Modify or repeal laws that impact excessively on important
aspects of rights and freedoms. Other security laws to be
implemented with extreme caution, especially during political demonstrations (p.278, p.291-92).

Various recommendations to address the situation of those
sentenced for terrorism (e.g. procedures related to pardons
to be developed) (p.308).

Repeal certain offences related to terrorism and amend this
law (p.20, 28).

TERRORISM
LEGISLATION
Dissolve the Commission for the Investigation of Criminal
Acts responsible for covering up serious human rights violations (p.174).

Repeal the Force Standing Order 51, which allows the use of
lethal force to protect property (p.31).
Laws requiring media to reveal the sources and those restricting the freedom of media to be repealed (p.341-46).

Guarantee freedom of expression and avoid criminal sanctions in sphere of expression. Limit criminal sanction to conduct aimed at inciting violence and lawlessness (para.75-81).

Those who provide humanitarian assistance in conflict to
be protected at all times and their rights to be respected
(p.294-96).

Enact human rights related laws as envisaged by the Constitution of Kenya on freedom of the media (p.10).

Revocation of the Defamation laws. Rather allow for the
proper regulation of these matters by the civil courts (p.10).

The royal defamation law not to be repealed given state of
Thai society but to be amended (p.19-20; p.283-284).

Enact legislation on the Freedom of Information (p.9).

Enact legislation on the Freedom to Information (5.3.5.,
p.273).

Develop measures aimed at addressing structural injustices
and eliminating all violence against women (p.6, p.13).

Set up legal measures or policies to reduce the various
forms of inequality, build social justice and create a mechanism for equal access to justice as well as solve the problem
of economic inequality (5.5.2., p.279).

Increase the number of public defenders and judiciary officers (p.305).

Various recommendations to improve access to justice.
Ensure an adequate number of judges and well-trained
administrative officials (p.17).

Various recommendations to improve access to justice and
administration of justice (5.3.9., p.276).

Allocate more resources for Community Legal Defence Offices (p.305).

Allocate adequate resources to defence lawyers and to
para-legal support services (p.17).

Injured person to be aware of his/her rights (5.3.7.(4), p.275).

International standards related to the administration of
justice and due process rights to be incorporated into the
national legal system (p.308).

Various recommendations to improve guarantees of due
process that must comply with international human rights
standards (p.6).

Various recommendations to address procedural guarantees of due process, including rights associated with detention. System of bails to be reviewed and new system of
temporary release to be developed (5.3.7.(3), p.275).

Development of measures ensuring administrative
autonomy of the Prosecutor General’s office and the courts.
Judicial system to be well-resourced (p.17).

The judiciary to exercise its authority impartially and independently within the framework of the law and in accordance with the rule of law (5.3.6., p.273-74).

OTHER REFORMS
LEADING TO DEINCENTIVIZING
VIOLATIONS

Elimination of racism and other structural inequalities
(p.308).

Address structural inequalities between women and men.
Repeal constitutional and legislative provisions which permit discrimination against women (para.342, 371).

Enact laws eliminating of all forms of child labour (p.321).

Outlawing of corporal punishment throughout Sierra Leonean society (para.92).

(SELECTED
EXAMPLES)

Kenyan legislation not to result in de jure or de facto discrimination against minority groups (p.47).

Implement the Agreement on Identity and Rights of Indigenous Peoples (para.81).

Integrate rights of indigenous peoples and their
communities into the country’s legal framework. Creation of
a state agency or body to plan and implement policy related
to indigenous and ethnic issues (p.305).
Reform the Criminal Sentencing Code. Prohibit and sanction
all forms of physical punishment and humiliation or violent
practices (p.308-309).

Harmonise customary law with the common law and constitution (para.340).

Improve legislation and regulation on the burial and exhuming of corpses (5(b), p.1103).

JUDICIAL REFORMS

ACCESS
TO JUSTICE

Various recommendations to address the backlog in the delivery of justice (para.183).

Various recommendations to address the improvement of
Public Defenders system (p.323-24).

Establishment of public defender offices in the main centres
of the country and various recommendations to improve access to justice (para.164-69, 176-177).

The Ministry of Justice to fast-track the expansion of the
national legal aid scheme to cover the entire country (p.9).

Improve policies concerning the provision of legal aid and
legal representation (2(b)(6)(7), p.1092-93).

Develop Code of Conduct for Prosecutors aimed at empowering and assisting victims (p.323-24).

Various recommendations related to procedural guarantees
of due process for those involved with the justice system
(para.59, 75).

Enact human rights laws as envisaged by the constitution
of Kenya on fair hearing; and rights of persons held in custody or detained (p.10).

Various recommendations to improve procedural guarantees of due process. It includes guarantees related to habeas corpus and the appeal for protection (p.1080, p.1090-92).

Reform witness protection program and provisions related
to juvenile offenders (p.326).

Separate office of Attorney General from Ministry of Justice.
Attorney General to be independent office and enjoy security of tenure (para.152-154).

Restorative justice mechanisms to be formally introduced in
the juvenile justice system (p.44).

Creation of specialised police subordinated to the judiciary
that would ensure the compliance with courts orders (2(b)
(3), p.1087).

AND
ADMINISTRATION
OF JUSTICE

Create the institution of the Public Ministry of first instance
in order to separate prosecution from investigation and sentencing (2(b)(6)(5), p.1092).

Consider the feasibility of the establishment of the Serious
Crimes Compensation Fund (p.323).

Judges to be guided by law only and be committed to rights
of persons, including human dignity, and the rule of law
(p.1084).

Creation of an autonomous judiciary with budgetary independence (para.132-136).

JUDICIAL
INDEPENDENCE

STRENGTHENING
CAPACITY

The composition of land dispute tribunals to meet the Constitutional gender ratio requirement (p.41).

The legislation to be enacted that provides for a swift and
accessible remedy to anyone who has been a victim of a
human rights violation (p.174).

Various recommendations to improve procedural guarantees of due process. It includes guarantees related to habeas corpus. They must not be suspended during emergency
(p.172-73).

Creation of an autonomous body responsible for the Victim
and Witness Protection Program (p.307).
Various recommendations to introduce constitutional reforms of the judiciary as contained in the peace agreement
(p.167, 171-172).

Strengthen the judicial independence through independent
appointments, evaluation and sanctioning of magistrates,
and the re-establishment of civil service careers in the judiciary and Public Ministry (p.307).

Recommendations to improve the appointment/removal of
judges, judges to the Supreme Court and members of the
National Council of Judiciary (p.167, 171).

Judges to be appointed permanently (p.307).

Address imbalances in the racial and gender composition of
judges in the high court (p.326).

The judiciary to reflect broadly the ethnic and gender composition of Sierra Leone (para.139).

Attract more private practitioners to an appointment on the
bench (p.326).

Various recommendations to address appointment / removal of judges (para.137-147). Extend retirement age to 70;
stop appointing retired judges; address poor remuneration.

Various recommendations to improve system of appointments. Supreme Court’s judges to be appointed by a body
composed of persons with a reputation for intellectual and
moral integrity (p.1084).

Judges demonstrating judicial aptitude, efficiency and concern for human rights and offer every guarantee of independence, judicial discretion, honesty and impartiality in
their actions may remain in the judicial service (p.167).

Mechanisms of judicial appointments and tenure to be independent from political pressures. Develop career paths
for judges, including system of proper remuneration and
tenure (p.17).

Binding and enforceable code of conduct for judges
(para.150) and other legal professionals (para.175).

Develop a performance evaluation system aimed at judges
as well as system of disciplinary measures (p.1085).

New judges to be appointed to the Supreme Court of Justice; the incumbent judges are encouraged to resign (p.167).

Set up an independent supervisory system of judiciary
(p.17).

Judiciary to take a pro-active approach to the protection of
human rights (para.182).

Stop practice of «member lawyers» acting as judges [lawyers authorized to serve ad hoc as judges in certain cases]
and increase the number of professional judges (p.1086).

Various recommendations to address professional training
of judges (p.325).

Various recommendations to improve law curricula and include courses on human rights (p.1083).

The operationalization of the Judicial Training School to be
a priority (p.172).

Set up a training programme for judges, district attorneys
and lawyers in human rights, humanitarian law and democratic culture (p.307).

Develop a sustainable programme of education and training
for judges to be prioritised (p.17).

Establishment of temporary, specialized system to handle
cases of human rights violations and crimes (p.307-308).

Consider the establishment of international tribunal under
Chapter VII of the UN Charter, should other measures have
failed (7.2.1., p.26).

Creation of the autonomous National Commission for people who disappeared during the period in question (p.307308).

Recommendations to address the relationship between
the Special Panels established to try those responsible for
serious human rights violation, and the TRC (p.26).

Various recommendations to address methods of teaching
law as well as curricula for professional lawyers (5.3.10.,
p.276).

Establishment of special prosecutorial task teams to address endemic crimes (p.325).
Abolition of so called «people’s courts» and development of
conflict resolution mechanisms at the local level (p.327).

SPECIAL COURTS

Local courts to be incorporated into the judiciary (para.157).

Establish the International Crimes Division of the High Court
(p.27).

Customary Law Officers to be appointed (para.159). Power
of judicial review to be removed from non-judicial officers
(para.161).

Integrate customary law in the national legal framework.
Provide for harmonious relationship between the judicial system and the traditional forms of conflict resolution
(para.50-51).

Establish emergency tribunals which remain open outside
of office hours (p.1092).
The competence of military tribunals to be restricted to
strictly military crimes committed against armed forces and
police personnel (p.1087).

Military courts to be constitutionally incorporated into judiciary under the Supreme Court of Justice (p.307).

CONSTITUTIONAL REFORMS
Creation of a new constitution for Sierra Leone, including
Bill of Rights (para.120-127).

GENERAL

Review the Constitution to ensure that its provisions are
compatible with international human rights law (p.1080).

Lack of public trust does not allow for the constitutional reforms to take place at this moment. Should such a process
take place in future, it must correspond to the rule of law
and be fully consultative (p.281).

Provide for the hierarchy of treaties related to human rights
in the Constitution (p.308).

International human rights law to be directly applicable in
the courts of Sierra Leone (para.120-127).
Elections to be fair and free. The National Electoral Commission to be independent (para.232-39).

OTHER REFORMS
RELATED

The Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission be given a
sound constitutional grounding (p.56).

Revise the role of the Supreme Court of Justice through
the constitutional amendment. The Court not to be the
’administrative head of the judiciary’ (p.171).

ORDER

Parliamentarians continue to strengthen their representative role and demonstrate accountability to the people
through various mechanisms (p.16).

Promotion of social and political participation by the indigenous population and establishment of the regional administration coherent with ethnic identity (para. 80-81).

Principles of Local Government to be enshrined in the Constitution (para.248-54).

TO CONSTITUTIONAL

Provisions regulating political parties and modifying the
system of representation (p.306).

The monarchy not to be involved in the political conflict
(p.282).
Reduce the role of centralized administration and distribute
power to communities and the people (5.5.4., p.280).

The Ministry of the Interior to exercise a political and
administrative authority over public order, crime prevention
and law enforcement (p.307).

Various recommendations to address a political inclusion of
youth and women (para.313, 347-52, 365-66).

CORRUPTION
SPECIFIC
PROVISIONS

The public and private sectors to stand against inefficiency,
corruption and maladministration (p.309).

Disclosure of financial interests for senior public officials.
Clear and strict penalties for failure to comply (para.273-74).

Development of a national anti-corruption policy to guide
the war against corruption (p.56).

The Office of the Provedor for Human Rights to conduct a review of all laws, public policies and procedures relevant to the
prevention of corruption, and to recommend reforms (p.18).

Independent Complaint Directorate to investigate corruption within the Police (p.331).

The Anti-Corruption Commission to pursue its own prosecutions in the name of Sierra Leone (para.278-280).

Offences that are in United Nations Convention Against Corruption but are not yet domesticated in Kenya to be criminalized (p.56).

The Office of the Provedor to work closely with communities,
NGOs and businesses on the issue of corruption (p.18-19).

The government to publicly announce the publication of all
relevant amounts allocated to the provision of services and
amenities (para.281-283).

Expansion of the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission
(EACC) (p.56).

The Office of the Provedor to work with the private sector
and the Chamber of Commerce to develop an anti-corruption code of conduct for business (p.18-19).

The victimisation of whistle-blowers not to be tolerated. Reprisals against them to be criminalized (para.284-87).

The EACC to investigate into grand corruption scandals
mentioned in the Report (p.57).

RELATED TO
CORRUPTION

GOOD

The government to recommit itself to open, clean and transparent government (para.21, p.311).

GOVERNANCE

A code of ethics for the senior members of the executive
and others holding positions of public authority (para.220).

Public service to be based on transparency, accountability
and integrity (p.18).

The principles of good governance to be strictly followed.
These include: efficiency, transparency, and accountability
(5.4.3., p.277).

Officials dismissed for a breach of ethics to be disqualified
from holding any public office (para.222).

Any allegations or evidence of patronage, favouritism, bribery or abuse of government to be promptly investigated
and appropriately sanctioned (p.18).

The politicians to follow the ethics and professional behaviour of their profession (5.4.4., p.278).

OTHER INSTITUTIONAL REFORMS
VARIOUS PUBLIC
DOMAINS

The Broadcasting Authority to be fully independent (p.34142).
An independent body on health and human rights to be established (para.88, p.338).

Thailand to strictly adhere to its obligations under the United Nations Convention against Corruption, 2003 (5.4.4.,
p.277).

Various institutional recommendations to address “smuggling of diamonds” (para.243-250).

Various institutional recommendations to address education and schools (p.45).
Various institutional recommendations related to land
(p.55).

Various recommendations to address reforms of educational system (p.11).

